
Introduction (Cont.)  

 29.1 cm and scan region with C-Spine. This method of us-
ing body part from acquisition target region from RDSR had 
a pronounced effect on the organ dose calculations for pro-
tocols with multiple scans in different regions of body, as the 
assigned body part did not always indicate the correct scan 
region. For example, when “chest” was the indicated body 
part for a cardiac CT study the scan range was displaced ap-
proximately 10 cm superiorly and included different organs 
in the primary beam. This would result in incorrect effective 
doses in system.  
      

          

Results 
For each Study Common Name, acquisition target 

region varied drastically with scanner and 

workflow. Protocols that spanned multiple body 

parts had high variability in target regions, where 

scan regions were only correctly identified in 33% 

for Body/Trauma and 66% for Abdomen/Pelvis. 

The configurable body part improved consistency 

of organ dose calculations. All C-Spine protocols 

initially had acquisition target regions of neck or 

head. After adjustment of body part from head to 

c-spine, the effective dose increased from 3.8 

mSv to 6.89 mSv.  

                               

                              Conclusions 
In our efforts to track patient doses accrued with 

multiple procedures in various x-ray imaging mo-

dalities, third party software can be helpful. Pit-

falls in organ dose calculations can stem from im-

properly defining scan start location and range 

based on protocol nomenclature. Organ dose cal-

culations and effective doses for CT can be im-

proved and made accurate by properly defining 

scan region based on Study Common Name body 

part rather than acquisition target region.  

                      Introduction 

Our hospital system uses a commercial radiation 

dose monitoring software to collect clinical radiation 

dose data from all CT and fluoroscopically-guided in-

terventional procedures. The software acquires and 

stores radiation dose data from DICOM-compliant 

radiation dose structured reports (RDSRs) and pro-

vides customizable dose reports, high-dose alerts, 

and many data analysis tools. The software also in-

cludes an NCICT Organ Dose calculator, which esti-

mates organ dose and effective dose resulting from 

patient CT studies, given such details as patient 

size, CTDIvol and scan region, while matching pa-

tient height and weight to a digital phantom in the 

NCICT phantom library.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Calculated Effective Dose for a female patient (165 
cm, 50 kg) and scan parameters.  
 

The patient shown above had undergone an unen-
hanced C-Spine study. The spiral acquisition shown 
in the Fig. 1 is the helical scan acquisition and its 
associated effective dose. 

 

Figure 2. Details including scan length and the digital 

phantom used for calculation is shown here.  

 

The scan region and length are retrieved from the 

RDSR file.  The assigned body part for organ dose 

calculation was procured from the acquisition tar-

get region in RDSR. The effective dose above in 

Fig. 1 was calculated assuming a scan length of 

                          Purpose 

    To investigate and demonstrate potential pitfalls in 
implementation of CT organ dose calculations in clin-
ical settings. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of relative noise ratios for various convolved 

images 

                       Materials and Methods 

A simple change was made in the software to use the 

configurable body part associated with the Study Com-

mon Name. This change would also designate the scan 

start location and reflect in subsequent dose calcula-

tions. Organ doses were recalculated after this configu-

ration change with large dose differences in some in-

stances. An audit of the four most common studies was 

performed, accuracy of scan region was evaluated, and 

organ doses were recalculated.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. The incorrect body part w ith Head selected for unen-

hanced C-Spine scan is shown. The scan range is 291 mm. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Correct descriptor of C-Spine for a C-Spine protocol based 

on common name. The scan range of 291 mm is taken from the RDSR.  

 


